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Extended Abstract
The non-cooperative characteristic of electricity markets led to concentrate on Nash equilibria and multi-leader-follower
games, where the producers of electricity are viewed as leaders while the regulator of the market, referred as the Independent
System Operator (ISO), is viewed as the common follower. The Nash equilibrium associated with this problem is the
equilibrium state in which the market should operate ideally. Due to different evolutions - the influence of renewable energy,
the introduction of smart-grid, or fusion of European markets - models of the electricity markets need to be constantly updated
and/or adapted, see, e.g. [2,3,4].
In this work, we are particularly focused on several sources of uncertainty in (pay-as-clear) electricity markets. To deal
with stochastic demand we employ the so-called chance constrained formulations of the problem [1] of the ISO as well as
the problem of each producer. In detail, the ISO minimizes the production cost using a value-at-risk (VaR) approach, thus
hedging against discrepancies between estimated and real electricity demand. Similarly, in the day-ahead market, each
producer is hedging against the uncertainty of his own prediction of the demand using VaR approach again. In such a setting
we aim at determining the ``best response'' of a given producer, i.e. the bid maximizing its profit.
To solve such a bi-level problem, one has to start with the chance-constrained problem of the ISO. Neglecting
transportation thermal losses, the chance constraint has a structure of the so-called separable (random) right-hand side, and
so it can be reformulated using the quantile function (i.e. the inverse of the distribution function). Transforming thus the
chance constraint into a deterministic constraint, the solution of the ISO problem may be found explicitly following [2,3]. In
the second step, we substitute this solution into the formula determining the profit of a producer. Benefiting from the specific
structure of this formula, we may reformulate the problem of a producer as a deterministic nonlinear programming equivalent.
The resulting problem is then solved numerically to find the best response of a given producer.
To illustrate our results, we provide a numerical evaluation based on the historical distribution of both estimated and
real electricity demand. We used the real market data from France (source: www.rte-france.com) observed between January
3 and February 28 of 2017. Based on these observations, we estimated the parameters of the respective lognormal
distributions. Note that the mean values correspond to the predicted quantities, whereas the variances represent the mean
squared prediction errors. Based on these estimates we determined the optimal production of electricity given the probability
prescribed to satisfy the aggregated demand. Then, we prepared a numerical simulation with five producers and found the
best response of one of them using the sequential quadratic programming algorithm. Finally, we investigated the development
of the best response of a given producer with respect to the changes of the probabilistic level.
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